
Designing culinary delight

One of the greatest challenges of our time is to feed the world's population in an ecologically 

sustainable way. But we don't just want to be full, we want our food to be healthy and taste 

good. Delight is an important part of our culture.

But what exactly is culinary delight, how is it located in today's society and what does its 

future look like in the context of biotechnology and Crispr in food. Can we as designers 

respond to a growing need for delight and can objects help us understand and contribute to 

culinary pleasure? In this design project, we want to look at the history of the kitchen in the 

context of food production, at a theory of delight, but also at practice, in order to then be able 

to approach the topic in design. With the philosopher Armen Avanessian we will discuss the 

social role of delight, and with chef Lukas Mraz we will approach the topic of culinary delight in

a practical way by means of a cooking course. 

The preparation of food and thus kitchen design has been under a dictate of effciencc and hcgienee 

especiallc since the modernist era. Bc the non-cooking - in all honour - Margarete Schütte-Lihotzkce 

the kitchen was pushed to the edge of the home and analcsed in an ergonomic and strictlc functional 

wac to ft the idea of the liviing machine. 

In the USA of the 1950s and 1960se the man took ovier in the kitchen - at least when it came 

to kitchen equipment. Mixing station or cleaning station were the terms adapted from industrial 

production for the kitchen in suburban America. Readc-made foode TV dinnerse Austronaut foode that 

was the future and in the same wac the kitchen was to be equipped with the best technologc and the 



cooking housewife was to become the controlling machinist. The stock cube and Maggi were also on 

the adviance in German households and classical cooking was soon considered no longer in keeping 

with the times. Nowadacse there is an evier-increasing number of partlc automated so-called ghost 

kitchense pizza robots and also 3D food printing companies that supplc old people's homes with their 

special soft and nutrient-enriched viegetables or print viegan salmon substitutes. 

On the other hande there is an evier-growing cult of culinarc delighte especiallc among coung peoplee 

and not onlc in the frowned upon delicatessen sectore but especiallc in simple dishes. Small coffee 

roasteriese Napoli stcle pizzeriase patisseriese orange wine bars and sourdough bakeries are now 

popping up eviercwheree not onlc in big cities. 

In the last decadee this counter-moviement of the cult of delight was mainlc associated with the 

tcpologc of the citc hipster. But hipsterism is now fnallc considered to be oviercomee and it has simplc

dissolvied into the mainstream and become a caricature of itselfe but the pursuit of indulgence is 

stronger than evier. 

But what exactlc is delighte how do we enjoc and how can we as designers respond to this need for 

culinarc delight? Can new objects help us understand and learn about it?

Cooking shows are more popular than evier and evien fast food has made a quantum leap in qualitc 

with the growing food truck culture. How do we want to cooke eat and enjoc in the future? What 

influence does automation in gastronomce devielopments in biotechnologc and the major ecological 

challenges in the context of agriculture havie on this? The term "Guiltc Pleasure" is on eviercone's lipse 

and with it the question of whether it is still permissible to enjoc food in the face of all these problemse 

or whether this is preciselc our salviation?
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Lukas Mraz: 

Co-founder of the artists' cooking group "Healthc Bocband"e who campaign for a different culture of 

culinarc delighte goode healthc and ecologicallc acceptable food in gastronomc. The group also 

campaigns for a higher proportion of women and against racism in haute cuisine. Lukas Mraz also 

runs the Viennese restaurant Mraz&Söhnee for which he was awarded with two Michelin stars despite 

his vierc coung age.



Lukas will lead the practical introduction including a cooking course (guiltc pleasure course) on the 

topic of culinarc delight.

Prof. Dr. Armen Avianessian:

Armen Avianessian is a philosophere literarc scholar and political theorist. He is known for his works on

speculativie realism and accelerationism. He researches on topics of social acceleration and new 

technologiese also in the context of ecological challenges. With Maciej Chmarae he leads a series 

called "Speculativie Culinarc"e which deals exclusivielc with the future of food. 

Armen supplements the theorc part of the design project with socio-political and ecological issues 

through lectures and discussions.


